NKSA Affiliate Team Program:
1. NKSA Affiliate Player Fees- The per player fee is $215 for the year. This fee is paid through Blue
Sombrero by each registering family. This fee includes KYSA player registration and coach background
checks, GCSL registration (team fee and player/coach fees), player cards and official roster, and grass
games fields (turf fields not included but can be reserved on a per game per field basis. Costs very per
field.) Grass practice fields may be reserved if available and at an extra fee (typically $15-20 per
session.) In addition, each rostered coach will receive one NKSA coaching shirt.
2. Coach/Trainer Requirements- Greater Cincinnati Soccer League (GCSL) requires a head coach and an
assistant coach for each team. KYSA requires coaches for U9-U12 to have an “E” coaching license, and
for U13 and above a “D” coaching license. With the changes in the US Soccer Coaching Education
model, KYSA is currently reviewing the license requirements. NKSA will require ALL coaches to meet or
exceed these future requirements. All volunteers or paid staff working with the Affiliate team must
provide proof of US Soccer license as well as concussion awareness certification and a background check
through KYSA.
3. Team Fees- Affiliate Teams determine and collect their own Team Fees to cover referee fees,
tournament entry fees, paid trainer or paid coach fees (if any), turf rental fees (optional) and anything
else the team decides to do that is not specifically included in the NKSA Affiliate Player Fees.
4. Uniforms- Affiliate Team will be required to purchase and wear the approved NKSA Premier uniform
kit. These must be purchased online through Soccer Village by each family. The uniform would include
two jerseys, one short and two socks. Optional items listed do not need to be purchased.
5. Behavior- Affiliate Teams will be subject to all of the same requirements as any other NKSA players and
coaches, including rules set by KYSA for players and coaches, any leagues and tournament that the team
plays in, and reasonable rules and guidelines established by the NKSA. (See the club website for details
on expected behavior.)
6. Turf Rental- When available, NKSA will make turf fields available for training or games at the same price
that NKSA pays for the fields, including any supervisor fee (if required). This will generally be $60-$90
per hour (full field) depending up on the location and whether lights are required and whether the space
can be split among several teams.
7. Tryouts- Affiliate teams do not participate in club tryouts (though players from the club tryouts may be
guided to Affiliate teams by NKSA staff if appropriate.) NKSA Affiliate teams may conduct their own
tryouts, as needed, after June 9th.

